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castle coach, I crossed Carter Fell a little after mid-day, and

found myself, for the first time, in England. The sun on. the

Scottish side looked down clear and kindly on languid fields

surcharged with moisture, that exhibited greener and et

greener tints as we ascended from the lowland districts to the

uplands; while on the southern side, though all was fair in

the foreground, a thick sullen cloud hung low over the distant

prospect, resembling the smoke of some vast city.
And this was the famous Border-line, made good by the

weaker against the stronger nation, -at how vast an amount

of blood and. suffering! -for more than a thousand years. It

wore to-clay, in the quiet sunshine, a look of recluse tranquillity,
that seemed wholly unconscious of the past. A tumbling sea

of dark-green hills, delicately checkered with light and shadow,

swelled upwards on either side towards the line of boundary,
like the billows of opposing tide-ways, that rise over the gen
eral level where the currents meet; and. passing on and away
from wave-top to wave-top, like the cork baulk of a fisherman's

net. afloat on the swell, ran the separating line. But all was

still and motionless, as in the upper reaches of the Baltic, when

the winter frost has set in. We passed, on the Scottish side,

a group of stalwart shepherds,
- solid, grave-featured men,

who certainly did not look as if they loved fighting for its own

sake; and on the English side, drove by a few stout, ruddy

hinds, engaged in driving carts, who seemed. just as little quar

relsome as their Scottish neighbors. War must be intrinsically

mischievous. It must be something very bad, let us personify
it as proudly as we may, that could have set on these useful,

peaceable people,
- cast in so nearly the same mould, speaking

the same tongue, possessed. of the same common nature, lov

able, doubtless, in some points, from the development of the

same genial affections, -to knock one another on the head,
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